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Working memory in language

I WM widely studied in psycholinguistics;
I Important role in sentence comprehension;
I Significant for complex syntax, e.g.:

1. This land and these woods can be expected to
rent itself and sell themselves, respectively.

2. It was the writer that the professor wants to introduce to the editor.

Question
What is complex syntax?
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Chomsky’s Hierarchy



WM and Chomsky’s hierarchy?

Question
What aspects of WM correspond to the complexity captured by CH?

Question
What’s the difference between regular and CF languages?

Question
Is there a characterization going across various linguistic tasks?
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Two aspects of WM

I Storage system
I An executive mechanism (cognitive control)



Semantic processing: verification

I Referential meaning
↪→ complexity of verification (model-checking)



Quantifier sentences . . .

1. All poets have low self-esteem.

2. Some dean danced nude on the table.

3. At least 3 grad students prepared presentations.

4. An even number of the students saw a ghost.

5. Most of the students think they are smart.

6. Less than half of the students received good marks.

7. Many of the soldiers have not eaten for several days.

8. A few of the conservatives complained about taxes.



. . . and Chomsky’s Hierarchy

All As are B.

q0 q1
aAB̄

More than 2 As are B.

q0 q1 q2 q3
aAB aAB aAB

Most As are B.

van Benthem, Essays in logical semantics, 1986

Mostowski, Computational semantics for monadic quantifiers, 1998
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The task

More than half of the cars are yellow.



Verification times can be predicted by complexity

Szymanik & Zajenkowski,Comprehension of simple quantifiers. Evaluation of a computational model, Cognitive Science, 2010
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fMRi study

Differences in brain activity.
I Only proportional quantifiers activate working-memory capacity:

recruit right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

McMillan et al., Neural basis for generalized quantifiers comprehension, Neuropsychologia, 2005

Szymanik, A Note on some neuroimaging study of natural language quantifiers comprehension, Neuropsychologia, 2007



Experiment with schizophrenic patients

I Compare performance of:
I Healthy subjects.
I Patients with schizophrenia.

I Known WM deficits.



Patients are generally slower



Patients are only less accurate with proportional quantifiers

Zajenkowski et al., A computational approach to quantifiers as an explanation for some language impairments in schizophrenia,

Journal of Communication Disorders, 2011.



Partial conclusion

Conclusion
Regular and CF quantifiers differ wrt WM.

Question
Storage or an executive mechanism?



Storage?

I Span-task: memorize sequences and then verify quantifiers.
I Simple short-term memory task correlated with all quantifiers.
I Larger storage facilitates the processing of all quantifiers.

Conclusion
Executive mechanism might be a more important difference.

Szymanik & Zajenkowski Quantifiers and woking memory, Proc. of Amsterdam Colloquium, LNAI, 2010

Szymanik & Zajenkowski Contribution of WM in the parity and proportional judgments, Belgian Journal of Linguistics, 2011
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Study 1: proportional and conjunction sentences

I Proportional sentences
1. More than half of the dots are blue.

I Conjunctions
1. There are seven blue and eight red dots.

Conclusion
Proportional sentences were harder to verify.

Zajenkowski et al., Working memory mechanism in proportional quantifier verification, 2013.
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Study 2: STM and ANT

I Study 1+
1. Sternberg’s short-term memory task (STM);

2. Executive control within Attention Networks Test (ANT)
I resolution of conflict between expectation, stimulus, and response
I = incongruent flanking – congruent flanking

Conclusion
I Proportional sentences were positively associated with STM and ANT.
I Conjunction sentences were positively associated only with STM.
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Study 3: Distance effect

I Proportional sentences
1. distance between the number of blue and yellow dots

Conclusion
I Distance effect: the farther the easier.
I Size-effect: performance decreased with increasing number size.

Zajenkowski et al., Working memory mechanism in proportional quantifier verification, 2013.
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Study 4: Quantifiers, WM, and intelligence

I Quantifier verification + ANT + Sternberg’s STM +
I Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices Test (APM)

1. test of fluid intelligence
2. find a missing one

Conclusion
I All quantifier correlated with STM.
I Only proportional quantifiers correlated with ANT.
I APM correlated best with proportional quantifiers.
I APM attenuated ANT.

Zajenkowski and Szymanik. Most intelligent people are accurate and some fast people are intelligent, Intelligence 2013
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Concluding

I WM plays important role in semantic processing.
I Executive resources mark the transition from Reg to CFG.
I There seems to be analogies with language comprehension.
I Executive mechanism crucial for WM and intelligence.
I Computational complexity correlates with cognitive load.



Outlook

Question
I What’s is an underlying computational model of WM?
I What are the similarities and differences between various tasks?
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